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    Our gallery consists of art pieces we have done over the years. Many of these we consider signature pieces in which we both contribute, John in wood, and Rosalie in glass.
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                        Mermaid detail mosaic mirror
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                        Umbrellas on beach mosaic
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                        Tree of life in wood wall hanging
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                        Hand of karma, mixed media
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                        Tree of life glass mosaic lazy susan
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                        Wolf detail on stained glass
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                        Intarsia tiger on glass background
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                        Large oval stained glass mermaid mirror
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                        Glass on glass sitting mermaid shelf sitter
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                        An intarsia rose with many species of wood
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                        dyed wood intarsia macaw on glass background
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                        A simple box made beautiful with agate slices and stone
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                        Guitars glass on glass mosaic
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                        Horned Owl in glass atop wood branch
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                        Lazy susan stained glass mosaic
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                        Wood inlay, fretwork and scrolled wood are used for end table
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                        Tahiti sun worshiper in glass mosaic
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                        Acrylic fairy atop a wood moon dream catcher
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                        Green agate dream catcher
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                        Stained glass fairy and fretwork wall hanging
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                        Intarsia Flying Herons on glass background
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                        Scrolled Native American images in wood feathers
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                        Detail of a stained glass tree man and wood inlay fairies on a table top
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                        End of the trail Native American image in scrolled wood shelf sitter
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                        Painted panda embedded in corian countertop
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                        Intarsia butterfly on glass background
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                        Agate dream catcher with painted glass feathers
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                        Detail of watch clock mosaic of various materials
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                        Beatles scrolled wall hanging
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                        Detail of bird in Sycamore tree mural
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                        Girl on beach in stained glass mosaic
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                        Detail of painted armoire
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                        Beatles decoupage wall clock
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                        Portland Head Lighthouse
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